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Abstract 

In this paper we describe ongoing undergraduate research 
projects that allow us to shift emphasis from teaching to a 
more active form of student participation. More specifically 
our projects are on automatic gesture recognition using the 
Kinect 3D sensor from Microsoft Research and machine 
learning systems. We have observed the following benefits 
for our undergraduate students: learning a topic area in AI 
relatively early; developing proficiency in laboratory prac-
tice, specifically, systematic data collection and program-
ming on multiple platforms; learning to use appropriate 
methodology; applying knowledge to a real situation; learn-
ing to analyze data and transform it to various representa-
tions; appreciation of scientific experiments and learning 
what scientific research actually entails.  

 Introduction   

Human robot interaction with automatic gesture recogni-

tion is at the frontiers of AI architectures research. It cre-

ates many opportunities for detailed experimental research 

in which undergraduate students can meaningfully partici-

pate.  

 In general, by involving undergraduate students in re-

search we can shift emphasis from teaching to a more ac-

tive form of student participation (Erkan, Newmark and 

Ommen, 2009). In this paper we describe ongoing under-

graduate research projects on automatic gesture recognition 

using Kinect 3D sensing technology, machine learning sys-

tems and humanoid robots. We are approaching this pro-

ject building upon the findings described in (Lopatto, 

2003) about the benefits of undergraduate research. We 

have observed the following benefits for our undergraduate 
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students: learning a topic area in AI relatively early; devel-

oping proficiency in laboratory practice, specifically, sys-

tematic data collection and programming on multiple plat-

forms; learning to use appropriate methodology; applying 

knowledge to a real situation; learning to analyze data and 

transform it to various representations; appreciation of sci-

entific experiments and learning what scientific research 

actually entails. In addition students participating in under-

graduate research improve their oral and written communi-

cation skills.  

 We will describe two developed research modules and 

several in preparation. The first research module involves 

investigation of the precision of depth sensing and human 

skeleton tracking with the Kinect sensor. The second mod-

ule involves experimentation with a machine learning sys-

tem as applied to gesture recognition using the Kinect. 

Some examples of modules under development are: dy-

namic gesture recognition with other advanced machine 

learning techniques and control and interaction with hu-

manoid robots using gestures. 

 

Precision of Depth Sensing and Human Skele-
ton Tracking 

  

In this module the students studied how the Kinect can 

measure depth data (estimates of distance from Kinect to 

objects in scenery) and can identify and locate human skel-

eton. This skeleton is identified through positions of skele-

tal joints computed by Kinect from depth data. They also 

learned about the parameters and limitations of the device 

e.g., 20 different joints can be tracked for a single person; 

full data can be measured for up to two people with partial 

measurements for more; the Kinect processes and sends the 

skeletal data along with the depth data at the rate of 30 

frames a second.   

for Automatic Gesture Classification 
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 With such knowledge, our students were challenged to 

determine the precision of measurements of depth sensing 

and human skeleton tracking using Kinect. This is a very 

typical first problem in most scientific research.  The preci-

sion of measurements need to be determined and its effects 

for future experiments need to be studied carefully. 

 After designing and carrying out several experiments 

our students realized the difficulty and complexity of pre-

cision determination. Let us look at Table 1 showing the 

standard deviation of measurements of Cartesian coordi-

nates of a middle shoulder joint.  

 

Std. 

Deviation 

x y z 

5 ft.    
10 ft.    

 

Table 1. Standard deviation for measurement of Cartesian 

coordinates of a middle shoulder joint where each coordi-

nate is in millimeters.  

 

The standard deviation was computed based on 50 meas-

urements for each of 2 distances of the human body from 

the Kinect sensor.  These measurements were taken when 

the middle shoulder joint was stationary but some other 

joints were moving. This and other similar results were 

very interesting for the students. Let us summarize the re-

sults: 

• The 3-standard deviations rule for y value told us 

that the y coordinate measurement most probably 

would not vary more than 3 mm for the distance 5 

ft. and not more than 10 mm for the distance of 10 

ft. This seemed logical since the larger distance to 

the object could cause larger error of measure-

ment. 

• The 3-standard deviations rule for the value z, was 

completely surprising for students because it told 

us that z coordinate measurement could vary 30 

mm for the distance 5 ft. and only 20 mm for the 

distance of 10 ft. An explanation of these observa-

tions was necessary. Analyzing again the experi-

ments the students realized that they are actually 

measuring the impact of two variables: precision 

of Kinect and instability of human body.  The 

middle shoulder joint was actually not stationary 

but was moving slightly with the movement of 

other joints e.g. hands. This was due to involun-

tary small bodily movements when the human 

subject was trying to hold the pose over time. 

• The difference between y and z was that y was rela-

tively stable i.e. no movement up and down while 

hand was moving. This was due to stability pro-

vided by the floor supporting the skeletal frame. 

 The experiment demonstrated to students the necessity 

of careful statistical analysis to understand the noisy char-

acteristics of sensory data.  

 The students also analyzed the measurements for hand 

joint while moving. Some of the results are shown in Table 

2. The results can be summarized as follows: 

• The error for x and y value for a given pose told us 

that y coordinate measurement would not vary 

much for a comfortable hand position and have a 

significant error for a very uncomfortable posi-

tion.   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Table 2. The measurements of Cartesian coordinates of a 

hand joint shown with the computed error. The vertical ax-

is is distance in millimeters and the horizontal axis is pose 

number where the number ranges from most comfortable 

to least comfortable type of pose. 

 

Other experiments followed that showed the more detailed 

picture of Kinect system precision and the human pose 

precision. 

 Among the experiments let us mention few: 

 placing the human body against the wall so that we 

can get a better stability of some of the human 

joints.  

  using unmovable manikin 

 changing Cartesian coordinates into spherical coor-

dinates 

It was very important for students to see that: 

- the design of an experiment can affect precision of 

measurement since many variables can affect the exper-

iment. 

- a single solution often was difficult to find and that 

some type of calibration of results might be the only 

way to obtain better results.  

- changes of data representation (e.g. from Cartesian to 

spherical) change the description of  precision of meas-

urement for better visualization. 
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- some obvious solution could unintentionally introduce 

other uncontrolled variables in the experiment e.g. plac-

ing the human body against the wall caused problems 

related with human skeleton tracking through the Ki-

nect system; the students found that the reason for this 

was the very small difference in depth between human 

body parts and the wall. 

 

Gesture recognition with machine learning 
 

In this research module the students learned how to apply 

machine learning to the pattern classification problem. The 

specific patterns used in our experiments were static ges-

tures or poses of the human body. Students used artificial 

neural networks to the automatic classification of 

pose/gesture.  

 One line of experimental enquiry was to find out what 

combination of joint data would be optimal for training a 

neural network to recognize poses. Students also experi-

mented with different number of nodes in the hidden layer 

to investigate the problem of how well the network is able 

to generalize based on the same training data. As shown in 

the table below, given an 8-pose classification problem, 

where data from 5 joints only were used, the network was 

able to classify new test cases more accurately when the 

number of nodes was increased from 10 to 20. However, 

increasing the number of nodes beyond 20 made the classi-

fication less accurate due to over fitting. 

 In general, students could experiment with various ma-

chine learning system parameters. To summarize the stu-

dents experimented with: 

 the number of poses and its impact on neural net-

work training 

  the number of joints used in the data set and its 

impact on the neural network training 

 the number of neurons in the hidden layer and its 

impact on the neural network training 

 changing Cartesian coordinates into spherical coor-

dinates in the data set for training neural networks 

It was very important for students to see that: 

- the training of neural network can produce different re-

sults even for the same data set since parts of the data 

set are randomly selected  for verification and testing. 

 - sufficient variability in training data is required for the 

neural network to generalize well; specifically, chang-

ing the whole body position while holding the same 

pose was essential for proper automatic recognition of 

poses. 

- changes in data representation (e.g. from Cartesian to 

spherical) can change the results of neural net training. 

Summary and future directions 

 

In this paper we described two developed research modules 

for undergraduate research. The first research module in-

volves investigation of the precision of depth sensing and 

human skeleton tracking with the Kinect sensor. The se-

cond module involves experimentation with a machine 

learning system as applied to gesture recognition using the 

Kinect. 

   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Table 3. The results for 8-pose classification problem.  
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 We are currently developing more research modules 

which explore new experimental directions based on and 

related to our existing work. Some examples of modules 

under development are: dynamic gesture recognition with 

other advanced machine learning techniques and control 

and interaction with humanoid robots using gestures. Dy-

namic gesture recognition requires more advanced tech-

niques such as time-compressed templates and time-

delayed neural networks (Mitra and Acharya, 2007). We 

are planning to use the approach of research through repli-

cation of research (Erkan, Newmark and Ommen, 2009). 

In this approach undergraduate students will be verifying 

results from other pioneering research through experimen-

tation with large volumes of data.  

 In another future direction we will combine the machine 

learning techniques with robot control to achieve human 

robot interaction. In this project students will find a novel 

application of the previously done research. In addition this 

will open the door to applications in social and rehabilita-

tion robotics from which students will be able to choose 

their niche for development. 
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